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Tuition for 2013-14
year set to rise
Ryllie Danylko
Dan Cooney
The Carroll News

John Carroll University’s full-time undergraduate
tuition rate will increase 3.9 percent for the 20132014 school year to $33,330. The rate was $32,130
for this current school year.
In addition to the tuition hike, “room and board
rates for next year’s resident students will vary based
on the building, room type and amenities and meal

Tuition of
some Ohio
private
universities
– Information provided
by Richard Mausser

plan chosen,” according to a letter written by JCU
President, the Rev. Robert Niehoff, S.J. dated Feb.
8 and addressed to parents and guardians informing
them of the increases.
A detailed breakdown of the cost of attendance for
undergraduate students available on jcu.edu/tuition
lists the room and board price at $10,040, which is
the cost of a standard double room with a 14-plus
meal plan (14 meals per week with 100 plus points).

Please see TUITION, p. 3
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Students petition
to keep profs
Jackie Mitchell
Assistant Campus Editor

A petition is circulating around John Carroll University to allow two
Gerard Manley Hopkins visiting professors from the English department
Robert ‘Bo’ Smith and Thomas Roche, to teach at JCU for a longer period
of time, according to statements made during the open forum at last week’s
Student Union meeting. Smith and Roche began teaching at John Carroll
in the fall of 2011 through the Gerard Manley Hopkins Professorship in
British Literature. Their visiting professorships are scheduled to conclude
at the end of this semester.
The petition was created by junior Emily Stolfer, who took Smith and
Roche’s Major British Writers class last year by chance. “I was supposed
to have Mary Moroney. I heard the teacher was changed, and I was scared
because I am not the best English student, so I was seriously considering
dropping the class,” she said. “After the first class, all those worries and
inhibitions went away because they created a supportive active environment
for me to really learn the material. Since then, I have taken Bo’s Acting for
Shakespeare class and am currently in his Acting for Film [class].”
She continued, “They have meant so much to me the past two years that
I had to try and keep them here. These professors are in demand, and they
want to stay with us at our school. They deserve to stay here and students
love them, so I am fighting so they can.”
Chair of the Department of English John McBratney said that Hopkins
visiting professors do not typically stay at JCU for a long period of time. “It
was envisioned from the beginning as a kind of temporary appointment,” he
said. “And their appointment is actually the longest of any of the Hopkins
professors. Before them, at most, I think a Hopkins professor had been here

Please see PETITION, p. 3

Cost of attendance with room and board

Lil’ Sibs Weekend filled with smiles
eteria,” Malloy said.
She said one of the kids’ favorite parts, though, was meeting all of her friends and seeing
Staff Reporter
what the college experience was all about. “All they really know of college is that Lizzy is
Once again, Lil’ Sibs Weekend brought students and their siblings together for a week- off at school, and she tells crazy stories when she comes home. Having them here, they get
end of fun-filled activities. This year, however, brought about a few changes from the event to explore this home-away-from-home in every way,” she said.
in past years. The “Paradise” theme took a long time to plan. Jessica Kreuzer, president of
Please see LIL’ SIBS, p. 2
the Residence Hall Association, said, “Between myself and my executive board of Brittnay
Madore, Rachel Distler and Alexandra Freyvogel, as well as our advisers, Lord Edwin ‘Eddie’ J. Carreon and Jessica Chandler, plus our wonderful RHA members, everyone played an
important part in organizing this past weekend.”
Fifty-five students participated; the majority of siblings, all 12 years old and under, arrived
Friday night. Kreuzer explained that the weekend was a success, considering RHA worked
to provide activities that both the siblings and the students would enjoy.
“I think Lil’ Sibs Weekend is important for students at John Carroll because it gives the
students a chance to hang out with their siblings in a different atmosphere rather than just
hanging out at home,” she said.
While most students invited their brothers and sisters for the weekend, many also invited
other friends of family. Sophomore Liz Malloy invited her 11-year-old brother, Tommy, and
9-year-old sister, Vanessa, as her “little sibs.”
She said, “It was a huge hit with Tommy last year, so we invited Vanessa to come out and
spend the weekend with us too.”
The students and their sibs were provided activities throughout the day Saturday to parPhoto courtesy of CSSA
ticipate in, including watching Jungle Terry, the showing of the movie “Madagascar,” and a
Sophomore Christine Varricchio volunteered to work with US Together refugee
carnival of games.
children on Lil’ Sibs Weekend.
“The big hits of Saturday were swimming, making build-a-bears and dinner in the caf-

Alyssa Brown
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Putting their skills to good use

Business students help local lower-income families file taxes

Delta Tau Delta wins
international award
The John Carroll University chapter
of Delta Tau Delta has been awarded a
Hugh Shields Award for their overall
excellence.
A Hugh Shields Award is awarded to
the top 10 chapters of Delta Tau Delta
in the world. JCU’s chapter is currently
ranked third out of 123 chartered chapters
worldwide.
A Hugh Shields Award is the highest
honor that can be bestowed on a chapter
of Delta Tau Delta. The members of the
fraternity said they are honored, humbled
and excited to have the award bestowed on
them and are happy that their hard work
has paid off.

The Living Person
presents ‘Dare
You to Move’
Campus Ministry and The Living Person
are presenting “Dare You to Move,” a program to celebrate life and learn more about
The Living Person challenge.
The event will focus on challenging individuals to make a commitment to their spiritual, intellectual and/or physical pursuits in
order to give greater glory to God.
The event is free and will include musical guests Chelsea Gilbert and Sam Brenner.
In addition, John Greco of the Cleveland
Browns will come to talk about how his
faith life has influenced his professional
football career.
Food, games and prizes will be provided.
The event is from 9 p.m. to 12 a.m. in the
Atrium of the Lombardo Student Center.

Nominations now
being accepted for
the Beaudry Award
Nominations are now being accepted
for the Beaudry Award, the only student
award given at commencement in May.
The award is given to a graduating
senior for his or her achievement in the
following areas: academic achievement,
commitment to Christian values, leadership activities and service to the John
Carroll University community and/or the
local community.
All students, staff, faculty and administrators are welcome to nominate a
graduating senior for the award. Nomination forms are avaliable in the Campus
Ministry office and online at the Campus
Ministry website. Forms are due Tuesday,
March 12.

and moderate-income working families through tax reductions
and wage supplements. The EITC Coalition provides free tax
Staff Reporter
preparation at different locations to low-income families in the
community, reducing taxes and increasing refund. The coalition’s
As Benjamin Franklin put it, “The only things certain in life
primary focus is to aid employed workers in maintaining their
are death and taxes.” However, low-income families often need
independence from welfare and does this with the help of local
help preparing their taxes in the most cost-effective manner.
volunteers.
VITA, a program funded by the IRS, offers free tax help to people
The coalition recruited JCU students, alumni and staff volunwho make $51,000 or less and need assistance in preparing their
teers to prepare the taxes of qualified low-income families. To
tax returns. This program provides low-income families with
become a volunteer, an individual had to possess a certain level
IRS-certified volunteers who offer free basic income tax return
of comfort with taxes and tax law. The University held a six-hour
preparation. Through this program, qualified individuals in the
training session on Jan. 26, where a member of the coalition
local community can go to libraries, shopping malls and other
taught volunteers how to use web-based software programs proconvenient locations and receive preparation and electronic filing
vided by VITA and issued through the IRS.
of their taxes.
Not only does this program provide help to the community,
Ted Steiner, the coordinator of immersions and special probut it also provides students with real-life experience preparing
grams for the Center for Service and Social Action, said, “Taxes
taxes. “This program teaches the volunteers about people’s lives,
are something everyone has to do and something everyone
because when you do taxes, you learn a lot about a person. From
struggles with; so if there’s a way to help, we should be doing it.”
this experience, volunteers will receive real-life education,” said
Enter The Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) Coalition. The
Steiner. “We also recruit volunteers to help out at the Famicos
EITC is a refundable tax credit that increases the income of lowFoundation, a not-for-profit affordable housing developer and social service provider, on five Saturdays during tax season. These
dates include Feb. 16 and 23, March 16 and 23, and April 13.
Students, alumni and staff are all invited.”
“It’s a different way to help people out,” said senior Erica
Deimel, who is volunteering. “Taxes are confusing to people. It’s
a very serious offense not to file your taxes. It’s knowledge that I
have to help people. We kind of get to know them in a very different way. I’m looking foward to the experience.”
Senior Rich Mazzolla said volunteering helps him find a happy
– Ted Steiner medium between service and something he enjoys doing. “I know
Coordinator of Immersions and a lot of accounting majors like the extra practice,” he said. “It’s
Special Programs for CSSA tough for business students, other than physical labor, to give
back doing something that we do.”

Lauren Kluth

“Taxes are something everyone
has to do and something everyone
struggles with; so if there’s a way to
help, we should be doing it.”

Students bond with lil’ sibs over balloon animals and face paint
From LIL’ SIBS, p. 1
In addition to the normal activities, seniors Asurupi Gurung, Lauren
Gunderman, Esther D’Mello and Cedric Jackson, all members of the
Arrupe Scholars Program, organized for 24 local children of refugee
parents from Nepal and Bhutan to come to JCU, acting as student
volunteers’ “little sibs” for Saturday’s events.
Junior Julia Blanchard volunteered as a student sib. “The boy who
was my little brother for the day was 9 years old. He really loved getting his face painted and the balloon animals,” she said.
The students and kids got more than just balloons from the event.
Blanchard said, “It was a lot of fun. I loved getting to hang out with
the kids because I don’t get to hang out with them very often, and
they really seemed to enjoy themselves. They didn’t lose energy the
entire day; they didn’t even want to go home.”
Gurung, Gunderman, D’Mello and Jackson had been planning this
event for the entire school year. “We were inspired by our previous
experiences with the refugees in Cleveland,” D’Mello said. Once a
month, John Carroll teams up with US Together, a refugee resettlement agency, and brings parents and children to the University for a
day. Adults are given help with a variety of things, including resume
building, computer usage and interviewing skills, while the children
have learning activities.
“The Arrupe Scholars organization was given funds by the DepartPhoto courtesy of CSSA
ment for Applied Ethics to bring the refugee children from US Together to campus for Lil’ Sibs Weekend festivities,” Jackson said. The Junior Megan Hazel spent time with children from Nepal and
Bhutan during Lil’ Sibs Weekend.
project was a way of culminating their “Refugee” senior project.

Correction: In the Thursday, Feb. 7 issue of The Carroll News, we wrote that there would
be 25 tickets available for the Taylor Swift concert sponsored by SUPB. There will only be
16 tickets available.

Campus Safety Log
January 30, 2013

February 3, 2013

Auto accident hit-skip reported on the Main Drive at
7:03 p.m.

Criminal mischief reported in Sutowski Hall room 234 at 4:13 a.m.

February 1, 2013
Theft reported in the RecPlex at 2:26 p.m.

February 5, 2013
Theft reported in the Boler School of Business at 7:31 p.m.

These incidents are taken from the files of Campus Safety Services, located in the lower level of the Lombardo Student Center. For more information, contact x1615.

Campus
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Next year’s tuition revealed: JCU ranks in the middle
From TUITION, p. 1
However, with the renovation of Murphy Hall, students will have the option of living in
triples next year for a lower rate. A full list of rates is available on jcu.edu/reslife.
Richard Mausser, the University’s vice president for finance, said the concept of pricing
room and board differently based on the options chosen by students is called differential
pricing. He said that while the renovation of Murphy Hall is part of what motivated this
change, most other universities already use this model, so JCU probably would have adopted
it eventually.
“The Murphy project is going to be a different kind of housing stock than we have in
place right now across-the-board. A double in there we cannot price the same as a double
someplace else,” he said. “It’s going to force us in that situation anyway, so we wanted to get
to that place now.”
He said this model makes more sense given the variations in quality of residence halls.
For example, some of the residence halls are air-conditioned, and those rooms will cost more
than those that are not.
The University raised tuition 4.8 percent for both last school year (2011-2012) and this
school year. Full-time undergraduate tuition was $30,660 during the 2011-2012 school year.
Both the technology fee and health and wellness fees will go up $50, to $450 and $300,
respectively. The Student Activity Fee will remain at $400 for next school year.
The combination of tuition and fees, without room and board, brings the total to $34,480
for full-time undergraduate students for next school year.
Students taking classes at the University this summer will pay $700 per credit hour, the
same amount charged last year.
Mausser said the main priorities when determining tuition costs for each academic year
are maintaining the quality of education and staying competitive. Things like maintenance,
health care and the IT infrastructure are putting increasingly expensive demands on the school
financially, and Mausser said he and his colleagues must carry out this “balancing act.”
Tuition is not the first place that the board turns when trying to cover these costs, he said.
Mausser also said that the tuition increase by itself does not cover these costs.
“We have gone to virtually every one of our external vendors and either switched them or
restructured deals with them to significantly reduce our cost base,” he said.
According to Mausser, the process involved with determining tuition raises is a complicated
one. A main component of this is staying up-to-date with the tuition of schools similar to JCU,
both geographically and academically.
“We have to be informed about what’s happening around us … It’s market-driven now,”
Mausser said.
He emphasized that the University’s Board of Directors ultimately make the decision on
fee schedules and works hard to keep the cost of tuition down. “The board members do not
take tuition increases lightly,” he said.
“There’s a pretty in-depth conversation that goes along with the tuition increase. This year,
we didn’t want to go where we were at in prior years, and we didn’t. The president would
have liked to have kept it lower, but we had these competing issues of cost and balance,”
said Mausser.
He also stressed the importance of JCU’s net price – the amount students pay after subtracting financial aid and scholarships – over what he terms the “sticker price” of $33,330.
“The sticker price, which is what the increase gets applied to, is irrelevant, I think, because
nobody pays the sticker price,” Mausser said. “Financial aid and net tuition is what everybody’s
looking at, and I think that’s what everybody should look at.”
According to numbers from the National Center for Education Statistics and its College
Navigator, JCU’s average net tuition price for full-time beginning undergraduate students has
decreased over the past three school years for which statistics are available. From an average
net price of $21,945 in 2008-2009, the rate dropped to $21,850 in 2009-2010 and $21,322 in
2010-2011. The averages reflect costs for resident students, not commuters.

Cost is consistently a concern for prospective students and their families, said Brian
Williams, the University’s vice president for enrollment. But he believes JCU is in a favorable position regionally and nationally with the cost and value of a Catholic education at
a private institution.
“Our admission process addresses cost and value in a very upfront and direct way with
families. Our staff is very personalized with families and provides a clear sense of why they
should consider a JCU degree and experience,” Williams said via email. “As one example,
we have a college cost calculator on our site that was completed by over 500 families this
fall. I believe the way our enrollment staff works as an admission and financial contact for
families allows us to get to know families and their unique concerns early in the process.
This allows up to help them through the scholarship and need-based process and let them
see that it is possible to plan for and afford John Carroll.”
Despite the rise in the full-time undergraduate tuition rate for next year, interest in JCU
has grown among prospective families. As of Feb. 10, according to information from Williams, the University is ahead in applications and acceptances compared to last year. So far,
JCU has received 3,457 applications and accepted 2,793 of those applicants.
“This has allowed us to act on admissions decisions and offer acceptances much earlier,
and we are actually 11 percent ahead in offering admission to students,” he said via email.
“We still have a lot more work to do between now and May 1 to make sure that students
choose to enroll at JCU among the other offers they receive.”
According to the John Carroll University 2012-2013 Fact Book, freshman enrollment
dipped this year. While JCU received more inquiries and applications, and accepted more
students, fewer enrolled. Freshman enrollment rose from 661 in 2009, to 702 in 2010 and
744 in 2011. In 2012, 681 enrolled as freshman at JCU, out of 3,490 applications submitted
and 2,843 accepted.
Williams said the University is focused on bringing freshman enrollment back above
700 students for the class of 2017.
“We have a solid number of new majors being added at the school over the last few years
that students are starting to see; and beyond
the classroom, we are adding lacrosse to our
athletic offerings, the upcoming Murphy Hall
renovation and have many good stories to tell
students,” he said. “Those positive stories in
the media and in our process are really beginning to take hold.”
Williams said that institutional aid awards
are level-funded, which means that the
amount awarded initially to students stays
the same throughout his or her four years. In
addition, JCU need-based funds don’t diminish based on the Free Application for Federal
Student Aid (FAFSA), which is a practice
maintained at many other institutions.
“Current students should always explore
all of the options available to them whether
as grants, loans or student employment options. Our financial aid staff is the best first
point of contact to have that discussion,”
Photo from JCU website
Williams said. “Specifically, when families Richard Mausser, vice president for
have seen a significant change in their family finance, explained how various factors
income and savings from when they started contribute to the price of tuition. The
at JCU, we try to help families through our tuition for the 2013-2014 academic year
appeals process as best as we can.”
will be raised 3.9 percent to $33,330.

Students vying for visiting professors to remain at JCU
From PETITION, p. 1
for an academic year ... And typically they’re here for a
semester or even less,” he explained.
While McBratney was unaware of any petitioning for
Smith and Roche, he said the information did not take
him by surprise. “It doesn’t surprise me because a petition
was begun at the University of Notre Dame, where they
were previously, and that petition was heard, but it was
rejected,” he explained.
Nevertheless, JCU students are fighting to have their
petition heard.
“John Carroll would be at a huge loss if these two men
were to leave the school. Their credentials alone should be

14

enough for them to stay. To say the least, they care about
their students’ both intellectual and personal growth,” said
junior Luke Hearty, a supporter of the petition.
Senior Rachel Halle, who also signed the petition,
echoed these sentiments, and said, “I have never had a
pair of professors who have helped me more in class than
these two men. I have learned more in a class with them
in the last four weeks than I have in any other class. Bo
and Tom are the best professors I have ever had.”
Although the professors are well liked and highly
respected, McBratney said he doesn’t anticipate an extension of the professors’ time at John Carroll occurring.
The department faces the limitations of the Hopkins
professorship program as well as difficulties scheduling
courses if the professors were to stay for a longer dura-

tion of time.
“The way that the Hopkins professorship is structured,
they really can’t stay beyond this year. I’ve talked to John
Day, the provost and academic vice president, and he’s
been quite clear about this, that as much as we really like
them, and value them we can’t convert the Hopkins into
a kind of extended professorship,” McBratney said. “I
think it’s really out of the question, from my standpoint,
just given what the provost has said, and also given that
we’re hiring a tenure track assistant professor in Renaissance literature in the fall. We’re actually interviewing
job candidates for that position right now. This would be
someone to succeed Christopher Roark. Given that, I think
it’s really unlikely that we would have room for them, as
much as we would like to make room for them.”

Campus Calendar : Feb. 14 – Feb. 20
Thursday

15

Friday

“One Billion Rising” SUPB wing and spa
flash mob at 10:50
night at 9 p.m. in the
a.m. at Grasselli
Dolan Atrium.
Library and 12:45
p.m. in Schott
Dining Hall.

16

Saturday

SUPB off-campus
bowling event at
7 p.m.

17

Sunday

18

Monday

Kulas Grant sponsors President’s Day
the Blue Man Group
at the Palace Theater
from 6:30 to 10 p.m.

19

Tuesday

SUPB Spring
Concert Series hosts
Passion Pit at the
Cleveland Masonic
and Performing Arts
Center at 7 p.m.

20

Wednesday

“Backpacks to Briefcases” program sponsors
a cooking workshop at
Cuyahoga Community
College from 6
to 8 p.m.
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Warm up & rock the city
Ohio City showcases its fourth annual Brite Winter Festival

ing to Fox, “Close to half of the festival are
upcoming artists from Northeast Ohio, and the
other half are traveling in from several regions
of the Midwest and east coast.”
Genres range from indie, folk, electronic,
acoustic, rock, soul and punk. Featured artists
include, but are not limited to, “The Floorwalkers,” “Total Babes” and “Bethesda.”
“Brite Winter is non-stop action, which
is good because you have to keep moving
to keep warm,” added Fox. Last year, this
one-day only festival attracted around 10,000
music-goers. The same, if not more, is predicted this year.
With the help of their sponsor, GE Lighting, the talent and art illuminate the city. Other
sponsors include The Cleveland Institute of
Art, the Cleveland Museum of Art, Cleveland
State University and Old Angle.
“Students should take the RTA down,
especially those of legal drinking age since
Brite Winter will have an outdoor beer garden,” advises Fox. “This is one of the largest
music festivals that will happen in Cleveland
all year round, and it is completely, 100 percent free.”
Stop over, warm up, stay awhile, meet new
people and see what the city has to offer.

Alexandra Higl
Arts & Life Editor

Battling the winter blues? Have a case
of the cold weather jitters? The cure to heat
up with some music, art and good company
is just around the corner. The fourth annual
Brite Winter Festival returns to Ohio City’s
Market District on Feb. 16.
Brite Winter kicked off in 2010 under
the direction of Case Western Reserve University graduate students and is currently
run by a volunteer committee. JCU Alum,
Thomas Fox ’08, co-chairs the winter music
extravaganza. Fox is the managing partner
of Cleveland’s Bad Racket Recording Studio – the company that selected the festival’s
musical talent.
“I personally got involved with Brite Winter on recommendation from a friend,” said
Fox. “The idea of getting people together for
an outdoor party with live bands in the winter
time seemed bold, difficult and awesome – so
I went for it. Three years later, it’s one of the
best things I’ve ever worked on.”
The breakdown of the festival: 48 bands,
six stages, giant Skeeball and 18 art installations – all at the ready to entertain young
Clevelanders for no cost.
Over 1,200 bands throughout the country
applied for the chance to rock their way into
the hearts of the Brite Winter crowd. Accord-

Photos from britewinter.com

A fashion week to remember
The CN highlights Fall 2013’s New York Fashion Week

Karly Kovac
Staff Reporter

The styles on the runway were not the
only thing capturing attention at this year’s
Mercedes Benz Fashion Week in New York
City. With people eager to see 90 top designers’ collections and a snow storm that barely
carried everyone into the Big Apple safely,
French publishing exectuive Marie-José
Susskind-Jalou was not happy. Just as the
opening show began (Zac Posen’s collection)
a group of fire marshalls ordered the clearing
of 60 seats due to the arrangement being a fire

.
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hazard. Public relations attempted to rectify
the situation, but the iritatated Susskind-Jalou
was not pleased at the seat change. This dispute led to Susskind-Jalou slapping one of
the seat coordinators in the face. Though a
$1 million dollar lawsuit is pending due to the
incident, this episode was a minute disruption
compared to the fabulous week that was filled
with up and coming new styles for 2013.
With many powerful statements made by
the world’s top designers, the styles from
Chanel stole the show this year with the “hula
hoop bag.” Designer Karl Lagerfield’s idea
for the bag is both innovative and practical.
Lagerfield said in Vogue Magazine, “You

need space for the beach towel, and then you
can put it into the sand and hang things on
it.” Other styles included a restoration of the
print jean trend, with models sporting more
of a wide-flare fit and a Big Bird-inspired
line by the designer Céline. Some sources
feel that this may be a political stand against
the potential cutting of national funds for
the PBS channel. Although there were many
show-stopping numbers on the runway this
year, makeup was a definite and alternate
focus. Chanel’s bejeweled eyebrow trend
emphasized the beauty of not just the clothes
that the designers make, but the exquisiteness
of the models that advertise them.

Designer notables...Fr
From Kate Spade...

More information available at britewinter.
com and facebook.com/britewinter

Pick-Up Line
of the Week

“Hello. Cupid called. He
says to tell you that he
needs my heart back.”
Have a pick-up line you’d like
to share with us?
Submit it to ahigl15@jcu.edu.

Entertainment
Calendar

Check out what’s happening in
Cleveland this week!
2.14

“Night of the Loving Dead:
Flim with Live Music”

om He

rve Le

ger...

SPACES
8 p.m.
$9

2.15

Blue Man Group
PlayhouseSquare
Palace Theater
7:00 p.m.
$10

2.16

“Avenue Q – School Edition”
Beck Center for the Arts
7:30 p.m.
$12

The flirty and fun
polka dot collection
The hul

a hoop b

ag

2.20

Cavaliers vs. New Orleans
Hornets

Fashion Week 2013: Feb 7 -14
The

d

r hoo
u
f
x
u
fa

Photos form glamour.com

Quicken Loans Arena
7:30 p.m.
$10

Arts & Life
www.jcunews.com
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Love, hate and the supernatural
MOVIE REVIEW
“Beautiful Creatures”

Samantha Clark
The Carroll News

“Beautiful Creatures” is the film
adaptation of a novel by the same
name written by Kami Garcia and
Margret Stohl. Starring Alden Ehrenrieich (Tetro, 2009, and Twist,
2011) as Ethan Wate and Alice
Englert (The Water Diary, 2006
and 2008) as Lena Duchannes. On
the first day of Ethan’s junior year
he wakes from a recurring dream
of a girl he doesn’t know, only to
find that she has transferred to his
small-town high school. The town

The
Valentine’s
Day
Playlist

5

of Gatlin, S.C. hasn’t had a new
student since the third grade. The
new girl, Lena Duchannes and her
family of “Casters” (the movie’s
name for witches) quickly become
the talk of the town. As the two grow
closer, secrets of the town of Gatlin
are uncovered, and the powers of
light and dark fight over the destiny
of one girl are revealed.
The promotional commercials
that have been broadcast on television lend the impression that this
movie is dark and intense. While
it is a rather intense look at the supernatural, it is also a high school
love story. There are just enough
comedic moments to make the audience laugh as well as scenes that
invoke curiosity. The storyline itself
is fast enough to keep the watcher’s
interest while lingering in the right
places to amp up the mystery factor
on the things the audience isn’t in
the know about yet. Interspersed
between the “scary images” and
slight violent scenes are several

sexual innuendos.
Clearly, this movie was designed
to entertain and not to provoke
thought; but in the middle of the
semester, when it’s freezing outside,
this is a great way to lift the cold
weather blues. This movie had it
all: a plot teeming with moments of
laughter, sadness and intrigue.

Photo from paranormal-goddess.blogspot.com
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Behind the scenes...

The CN had the opportunity to chat with some of the cast
and directing team of “Beautiful Creatures.” Here’s what
they had to say:
The Carroll News: What’s the story about, who are your characters
and how do they relate?
Alden Ehrenreich: Well, I play Ethan Wate, a young guy living
in a small town who is desperate to get out of this town. I meet Lena
Duchannes who is the new girl in town, and I have all these visions of
adventures in the life I want to live outside the town. When I meet her,
she sort of embodies everything that’s exciting and all those adventures.
Then it turns out she is a caster, and we have to struggle against the forces
of her family that are trying to keep us apart so we can stay together.
Alice Englert: And on the other side of it, Ethan [helps] Lena display
her humanity, which in the end actually redeems and elevates the cast
again.
Emmy Rossum: Ridley is a dark caster; our characters call themselves “casters,” that’s a fancy name for witches that they preferred to
be called casters. And Ridley had been claimed for the dark side when
she was 16. And so she has been kind of fully embracing that side of
herself, and she is a bit of villain in the book and in the film. But a different kind than we have seen before. The movie is obviously based on
a bunch of young adult novels, all of which I’ve read. But I had only
read the first one before I understood and got the part. So I was relatively
new to the series myself.
– Interview by Paul Mullin

For the complete interview with Alden Ehrenreich,
Emmy Rossum and Alice Englert, visit jcunews.com.

Who is your celebrity crush?

“Mine”
Taylor Swift
“No One”
Alicia Keys
“My Heart Will
Go On”
Celine Dion
“Maybe I’m
Amazed”
Paul McCartney
“I Got You Babe”
Sonny & Cher

The Singles
Awareness
Day Playlist

“Jessica
Alba”Alba”
“Jessica
Freshman
Kyle Vermette
Sophomore
Kyle Vermette
“Beyoncé
“Beyonce””
Freshman Will Cameron

“Forget You”
Cee Lo Green
“Miss Independent”
Kelly Clarkson

“Jennifer Lawrence”
Lawrence”
“Jennifer
Junior Elliott
Elliott Woyshner
Woyshner
Junior

“Justin Timberlake”
“Justin Timberlake”
Freshman Emma
Freshman
McCarthy
Emma McCarthy

“Somebody That
I Used to Know”
Gotye
feat. Kimbra

“Ridin’ Solo”
Jason Derulo

“Single
Ladies”
Beyoncé

“Ian
“Ian Somerhalder”
Somerhalder”
Sophomore
Sophomore Lexi
Lexi Korczynski
Korczynski

“Luke Bryan”
“Luke
Bryan”
Paige
Barkume
–Compiled by Alexandra HiglFreshman
Freshman Paige Barkume
and Haley Denzak

Photos from abecnewsradio.com,, wikipedia.org and wallsonline.org
Photos from abecnewsradio.com,, wikipedia.org and wallsonline.org
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Blue Streaks battle until the finish, but fall short, 71-68
JCU falls at home to rival Wilmington, drops to 13-10 overall

Jake Hirschmann
Zach Mentz
Sports Editor

Advertising on NBA
jerseys? I’m going
to be sick ...

Ladies and gentleman, I have
some very disturbing and unfortunate news that I must bring to
your attention. Before reading the
rest of this column, it’s probably
best that you make sure you have a
puke-bag nearby – you might need
it for this one.
On the morning of Monday,
Feb. 11, the NBA announced its
plan to release the league’s newest
uniforms – the Golden State Warriors’ sleeved, yellow jerseys. Yes,
you read that right; I said sleeved.
As in, sleeves on jerseys. Can you
picture that?
Neither can I, at least I couldn’t
at first. The Warriors will debut
these alternate, sleeved jerseys at
home on Feb. 22 against the San
Antonio Spurs. I know, I know,
don’t puke yet. Stick with me.
The NBA refers to these sleeved
jerseys as the “first modern shortsleeve jersey” in all of professional
basketball.
Adidas, the uniform provider of
the NBA, describes the new jerseys
as “the first-ever super lightweight
stretch woven short with maximum
ventilation for player comfort.”
While those descriptive words
all sound really nice and innovative
at first glance, allow me to translate
what they really equate to: B.S.
The first inclination upon hearing
this news is to simply think, “What’s
the point of adding sleeves to the
jerseys?” Well, allow me to answer
that question for you.
The NBA isn’t unveiling these
jerseys because of their “lightweight
stretch” or even because they look
cool (because they don’t). Instead,
the NBA is releasing these new,
sleeved jerseys for one predictable
reason: money.
It’s not exactly a secret that the
NBA wants to eventually sell advertising space on team uniforms, and
adding sleeves to jerseys only adds
more real estate for the league to sell
to potential advertisers.
Sam Amico, the NBA columnist
of FOXSports.com, wrote recently:
“NBA teams don’t want to look like
European soccer clubs, but they do
want to maximize their advertising
revenue. If that means placing ads
on uniforms, then that’s exactly
what NBA teams will do.”
So there you have it. The NBA
will likely begin putting advertisements on jerseys starting next season, and it’s only going to expand.
Maybe decades from now, the NBA
will have players wear full jackets
and sweatpants to allow for maximum advertising space. That could
really generate some dough.
On one hand, this could be seen
as a great business move, as selling
ad space could generate an estimated $100 million.
On the other hand, this is quite
literally the definition of “selling
out.”
Follow @ZachMentz on
Twitter or email him at
zmentz14@jcu.edu

Staff Reporter

Another tough home loss left
the John Carroll women’s basketball team looking for answers after
Wilmington eked out a 71-68 win
over JCU on Saturday, Feb. 9. The
Blue Streaks were looking to use
this as a bounce back game after
getting blown out by Baldwin Wallace last week, but the bounces did
not go their way, and they came up
just short.
The first half left nothing to be
desired. The Blue and Gold (13-10
overall, 6-10 OAC) came out knowing they needed the win and pulled
away to a nine-point lead halfway
through the first half. Unfortunately
for the Blue Streaks, Wilmington
responded with a run of their own
and was able to knot it up at halftime
with a score of 40-40.
JCU came out of the gate and
scored seven quick points, giving
the team a four-point lead with the
momentum. At this point, it appeared that JCU might make a run
and really spread the game out, but
Wilmington held tough and showed
why they are competing for a spot
atop the OAC.
The Quakers held a 67-64 lead
with just under four minutes to go
when JCU turned it up defensively.
The Blue and Gold put together a
solid team effort as they held Wilmington to only four points down the
stretch, but the offense could not
find the bottom of the net and only
matched those four points. The final
came out to 71-68, dropping the
Blue Streaks to seventh in the OAC
with two games to play.
Although the team did not pull
out the victory, there were contributions across the board from
the whole team. Junior forward

Photos courtesy of JCU Sports Information

Sophomore Beth Switzler (above) dishes the ball while sophomore
Meghan Weber (below) gets set in the post.
Missy Spahar once again put up a We had Wilmington shaken up, and
double-double with 22 points and we left it all out on the court. As a
10 rebounds, while sophomore team, that is all we can ask of one
forward Meghan Weber came up another,” Weber said. “Wilmington
big off the bench, only scoring is a great team and have been outtwo points, but having seven very rebounding their opponents by a
important rebounds in 20 minutes margin of five to eight rebounds. We
of game play.
were only out-rebounded by two,
“Our shot selection and shoot- with 40 total rebounds an improveing percentages have improved ment from the last matchup against
each game. We had a solid team them, where we were out-rebounded
effort stemming from the bench, 48-34. We are getting better every
the coaching staff and the players. game and are playing some of the

best basketball now [that] we have
all season.”
John Carroll will close out the
regular season on Saturday, Feb. 16
on the road against Marietta. A road
victory over the Pioneers would be a
huge boost for this team going into
the OAC Tournament, which begins
on Monday, Feb. 18. No matter what
happens this week, the Blue and
Gold are guaranteed a matchup with
the Pioneers on Monday at home.
Editor’s Note: The Blue Streaks
played their second-to-last game of
the regular season last night as they
hosted the visiting Otterbein Cardinals at the DeCarlo Varsity Center.
For final scores, box scores, statistics, game stories and more, please
go to www.jcusports.com.

2012-2013
JCU Blue Streaks
season statistics

Points:

M. Spahar, 16.3 ppg
B. Switzler, 12.2 ppg

Rebounds:

M. Spahar, 9.3 rpg $
B. Switzler, 6.8 rpg

Assists:

A. Lustig, 5.3 apg $
E. Mog, 5.0 apg

3 Point Percentage*:
E. Mog, 35.7
A. Lustig, 31.7

FG Percentage*:

B. Switzler, 53 ^
E. Johanason, 50

*Minimum 25 attempts
$ First in the OAC
^ Second in the OAC

JCU men stumble on the road against the Quakers
Hot-shooting Wilmington routs JCU, sends squad to third consecutive loss
Dale Armbruster
Staff Reporter

In late season situations, teams
often rely on their veteran players to
lead the team down the stretch.
On Saturday afternoon, a group
of underclassmen carried the weight
for the men’s basketball team.
Sophomore David Hendrickson
scored 15 points off the bench, but it
was not enough, as John Carroll fell
to the Wilmington Quakers, 84-66,
at Fred Raizk Arena.
More often than not in head
coach Mike Moran’s tenure, his
second group has been counted on
for fresh legs, defensive stops and
a strong transition offense. After a
long season in which those underclassmen have played a key role in
the rotation, Moran took their influence to a whole new level.
On Saturday, Moran started off
the game against the Quakers with
the “second platoon,” leaving his
starters on the bench.
The starters came in after nearly
three minutes, but the message was
sent that the Blue Streaks would do
anything to stop their losing slide.
Unfortunately for John Carroll,
Wilmington had the momentum of

Senior Night and Malcolm Heard II
on their side.
Neither team was able to find
their footing early, until a Heard
jumper at 16:00 started an 18-2 run
over the next four minutes. After
trailing 23-4 at that point, the Blue
Streaks rallied to only trail by 11 at
the half, but the damage was done.
Heard erupted for 18 points in
the first half. He would finish with
22 points and 10 rebounds.
Heard’s performance was reminiscent of his 34-point performance
last Feb. 23, when the Quakers upset
the Blue Streaks, 79-74, in the Ohio
Athletic Conference Semifinals.
Many of the current Blue Streaks
were not on the roster for that game,
but have still felt the aftereffects of
the now three-game winning streak
in the matchup by the Quakers.
The second half saw Moran
emptying his bench to give young
players time. Freshman Simon
Kucharewicz was impressive in the
second half, compiling eight points,
six rebounds and two blocks in the
later minutes. He would finish with
nine points, 11 rebounds and three
blocks.
John Carroll fell to 10-12 overall
and 7-9 in the OAC, while Wilming-

Photo courtesy of JCU Sports Information

Sophomore David Hendrickson (above) and the Blue
Streaks fell on the road to Wilmington, 84-66.

ton improved to 11-12 and 9-7 in the
OAC. It was the third consecutive
loss for John Carroll, a team that
has now been defeated by double
digits or more in seven of their nine
conference losses.
The Blue Streaks have locked
up a home playoff game, which
will most likely take place as part
of a rare doubleheader on Monday
night at the DeCarlo Varsity Center.
The team will likely be the fifth or
sixth seed and will play immediately

following a playoff game involving
the women’s basketball team, which
has locked up the sixth seed for the
OAC Tournament.
Editor’s Note: The JCU men’s
basketball team played their secondto-last game of the 2012-2013 regular season last night as they traveled
to Westerville, Ohio to take on the
host Otterbein Cardinals. For final
scores, box scores, statistics, game
stories and more, please go to www.
jcusports.com
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JCU Swimming and Diving teams prepare for OAC Championships
Zach Mentz
Sports Editor

Women’s Swimming and Diving
Having had the last two weeks to prepare
for the upcoming Ohio Athletic Conference
Championships, the John Carroll University
women’s swimming and diving team knows
one thing: It’s go time.
The Blue Streaks (7-7, 4-1 OAC) ended
the regular season by winning their last two
meets, defeating both Hiram College and
Baldwin Wallace University in the process.
With a little bit of momentum on their side,
the Blue Streaks will be ready to compete at
the Championships, which span from today
through Saturday, Feb. 16 in Akron, Ohio.
The Blue and Gold will be led by senior
Julia Adams, the reigning OAC Women’s
Swimmer of the Year. Adams won three
individual events at the Championships last
season en route to helping JCU pick up a
third-place finish among six teams.
Sophomore Victoria Watson will also be
depended upon to pick up points for JCU, as
she ended the regular season with a first-place
finish in the 100-yard freestyle event against
Baldwin Wallace. Sophomore Karyn Adams,
the younger Adams sister, also took home a
first-place finish against BW by winning the
50 freestyle with a time of 26.40.
After finishing in third place at the OAC

Championships in each of the last three seasons, it’s safe to say that the Blue Streaks are
ready to reach new heights.
Competition will begin at 11 a.m. on
Thursday, Feb. 14 at the Ocasek Natatorium
on the campus of The University of Akron.
The start time of 11 a.m. will be the same on
both Friday, Feb. 15 and Saturday, Feb. 16 at
the same venue.
Men’s Swimming and Diving

While the women’s team has finished in
third place for three consecutive years at the
Ohio Athletic Conference Championships,
the men’s team has done something similar:
They’ve finished in second place each of the
past three years. Now, with more than two
weeks passing since their last meet, the Blue
Streaks (4-10, 1-4 OAC) will have their sights
set on picking up that ever-elusive first-place
finish.
While struggling somewhat during the
regular season, there is undoubtedly still a
core of talent on the Blue Streaks’ roster that
will be depended upon this weekend.
The Blue and Gold will be led by senior
Drew Edson and junior Nick Holvey, both of
whom were big contributors in JCU’s narrow
118-109 loss against Baldwin Wallace to end
the regular season.
Edson fared well at the OAC Championships last year, finishing second in the 200

Photo courtesty of JCU Sports Information

Senior Rachael Mizner (above) and the rest of the Blue Streaks will
compete for an OAC Championship this weekend.

freestyle event and fifth in the 500 freestyle
to help pick up points for the Blue and Gold.
On the other hand, Holvey contributed by
finishing in third place in the 200 IM event,
while picking up a fourth-place finish in the
100 butterfly.
Sophomore Nick Bockanic will also need
to do his part if the Blue Streaks are to have
success this weekend. Bockanic finished in

first place in the 100 back event against Baldwin Wallace, finishing with a time of 59.33
The OAC Championships will take place
at the Ocasek Natatorium on the campus of
The University of Akron. The Championships will span over the course of three days,
beginning today and ending on Saturday, Feb.
16. Competition will begin at 11 a.m. on all
three days.

In the Mid-February Meet, sophomore
Gage Marek was the lone Blue Streak to finish third or higher in an individual event. The
sophomore earned bronze in the 1,000-meter
run, thanks to a time of 2:40.89.
The Blue Streaks will compete twice
this coming weekend in both the Greater
Cleveland Championships on Friday, Feb.
15 and the Kent State Tune-Up on Saturday,
Feb. 16.

Sophomore Emily Mapes was the star for
JCU at the All-Ohio Championships. She
emerged victorious from the 5,000-meter run
in 18:29.14, a full six seconds ahead of the
second-place finisher. The Blue and Gold’s
distance medley also snatched a first-place finish at the meet in Westerville. Senior Maureen
Creighton, junior Nicki Bohrer, sophomore
Haley Turner and freshman Angelica Bucci
combined to earn the gold.
The Blue Streaks had a quiet day at the
Mid-February Meet at Baldwin Wallace. The
only individual finisher to place third or higher
for JCU was junior Megan Landon, who took
third in the 500-meter event.
The Blue and Gold will next compete at
the Greater Cleveland Championships on Friday, Feb. 15 before competing the following
day in the Kent State Tune-Up on Saturday,
Feb. 16.

JCU Indoor Track and Field teams round up a busy weekend on the road
Joe Ginley

Assistant Sports Editor

Men’s Track and Field
The Blue Streaks finished in the middle
of the pack in both of the meets the squad
competed in over the weekend. The men’s
indoor track and field team placed ninth out of
18 schools with 39 points in the Mid-February
Meet on Friday, Feb. 8, and finished 10th out
of 16 teams at the All-Ohio Championships
on Saturday, Feb. 9.
Senior Mike Minjock led the Blue and
Gold at the All-Ohio Championships, snagging first in the long jump. The former indoor
All-American was tops in the event with a
7.01 meter jump. Another JCU senior, Pat
Burns, captured third place in the 3,000-meter
run, with a time of 8:50.26. In relay events,
the Blue Streaks were led by the distance

				
Basketball
		
		

Women’s Track and Field
Photo courtesty of JCU Sports Information

Sophomore Haley Turner (above).

medley team. Sophomore John Cameron and
freshmen Michael Hydzik, Will Cameron
and Matt Chojnacki combined to give John
Carroll a time of 10:27.33, good for third in
the event.

The Blue and Gold closed out the weekend with a pair of mid-range finishes. The
women’s indoor track and field bagged eighth
place out of 18 competitors on Friday in the
Mid-February Meet at BW and netted ninth
out of 18 squads in the All-Ohio Championships held on Saturday, Feb. 9.

Streaks of the Week

Basketball

Basketball

Indoor Track & Field

Indoor Track & Field

David Hendrickson
sophomore

Missy Spahar
junior

Beth Switzler
sophomore

Emily Mapes
sophomore

Mike Minjock
senior

Though the team suffered its
third straight loss on Saturday,
dropping an 84-66 decision to
Wilmington, Hendrickson had
a solid game. The sophomore
led the Blue Streaks in points,
scoring 15 on the day, five of
which came on free throws.

The forward shot nine of
18 from the field for JCU, but
it was not enough, as the Blue
and Gold fell to the Quakers,
71-68. Spahar notched 22
points and 15 rebounds on the
day, continuing her outstanding season.

While averaging 12.2 ppg
and 6.8 rebounds per game, the
sophomore is quietly having a
great season. Recently named
to D3hoops.com’s Team of
the Week for Jan. 28- Feb. 3,
Switzler posted 11 points and
six rebounds Saturday.

The sophomore captured
the women’s indoor track and
field’s lone individual top finish
at the All-Ohio Championships
on Friday. Mapes snagged gold
in the 5,000-meter run with a
time of 18:29.14, winning by
over six seconds.

Minjock captured the Blue
and Gold’s only individual
first-place finish of the weekend. The wily veteran earned
the gold in the long jump,
beating out the competition
with a jump of 7.27 meters in
the event.
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Ask me what’s my best side, I
The Carroll News

The Carroll News
presents John Carroll Univers
‘Power Couples’ of 2013

&

Chelsea Gerken
Ty McTigue

Chelsea is a junior who is the vice president of
programming for Student Union, a member of Chi
Omega sorority and has gone on two immersion
trips to Honduras.
Ty is a junior who is the senior orientation
leader, a tour guide, a member of Sigma Phi Epsilon
Fraternity and a marketing intern at General Electric.
How did you meet your boyfriend/girlfriend?
TM: A rendezvous at City and East.
CG: Ty and I both lived on the first floor of
Sutowski, freshman year.

&

Alyssa Br

Chuck M

How long have you been together?
TM: 657,436 minutes
CG: Do people still get “asked out?”
If so, Ty, want to go out with me?
Kidding, a little over one year.
What are your plans for Valentine’s Day?
CG: Sounds silly, but we love IHOP because
it’s open late and serves breakfast all day long. Our
schedules are busy so we have a 10 p.m. IHOP date
this Valentine’s Day. What’s better than pancakes
with your best friend?
What love advice do you have for others?
TM: If you’re looking for love, stop looking.
Because when you’re not looking for it, that’s when
you find the best kind. At least that’s what happened
with me.

Catie is a junior in Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority,
on the Relay for Life Leadership Team and an employee at the Student Call Center.
Ken is a junior who is the president of Beta Theta
Pi fraternity, a tour guide, on the Relay For Life Leadership Team and went on an immersion to New Orleans.
How did you meet your boyfriend/girlfriend?
KC: We grabbed the tongs for the chicken in the
caf at the same time. It was love at first sight. Later that
night we went to Homecoming and hit it off.

&

Catie Kirsch
Ken Clar

What is your favorite thing about your boyfriend/girlfriend?
KC: I love that Catie values her family background
so much and that she will sacrifice so much to do great
things for other people and have tons of fun in our
relationship.
CK: My favorite thing about Ken is how he always
puts others first; he really doesn’t know how to be
selfish.
What love advice do you have for others?
KC: Guys – One thing I can tell you is that if you
can find a woman that loves hanging with your guy
friends, you hit a home run.
CK: Communication and honesty are key. If you
don’t have both, it won’t work out. Always tell each
other how you’re feeling; even if you know it might
hurt at the time it will make you stronger in the long
run.

These couples were nom
John Carroll

Couples
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Ta y l o r H a r t m a n
Kyle Mazurek

sity’s
3

&

How long have you been together?
KM: 15 months.
What are your plans for Valentine’s Day?
TH: Well, last weekend, we had our Valentine’s
Day date at Sushi Rock. We had to schedule last
week because Kyle is competing in the OAC Swimming and Diving Championship meet in Akron from
Feb. 13 to Feb. 17. However, I’m able to go see him
compete, and I’m really excited to cheer him on.
Who pays on dates?
TH: We alternate on payments, depending who
books the date.
KM: Whoever plans the date.
What love advice do you have for others?
TH: Patience. Respect. Time. I’m going to
quote one of my idols here: “If you can’t love yourself, how the hell are you going to love somebody
else?!”
KM: You will only be successful in love if
you have a lot of patience and can be honest with
yourself and significant other.

rown

Mulé

Taylor is a sophomore psychology and sociology double major , the president of Allies, vice
president of Psychology Club and often volunteers
with Labre.
Kyle is a sophomore on the swim team, a
member of Allies and will attend the Jamaican immerison trip this May.

Alyssa is a junior Arrupe Scholar, works with the
CSSA and has gone on two immersion trips to El Salvador
Chuck is a junior resident assistant in Hamlin Hall
and a member of the JCU Track and Field and Cross
Country teams.
What is your ideal date?
CM: Yeah, a safari trip would be pretty legendary,
drive around lions like they’re traffic cones.
AB: A trip to a cool aquarium. We really like animals.
What are your plans for Valentine’s Day?
CM: Yeah, we’re going to have a friend turn his room
into a restaurant. He is going to cook us a three-course
dinner.
AB: Well, last year we went to Don Tequilas and
bought a half chocolate cake from Heinens, went back to
his room and ate it off the platter with spoons. I’m assuming something like that again.

Compiled by:
Spencer German
& Ryllie Danylko

What helps keep you together?
CM: Go Bills!
AB: We talk to each other and do fun things.
What love advice do you have for others?
CM: Yeah, sometimes you gotta slay Bowser to get
Peach.
AB: Dr. Seuss was right – find somebody who is
just as weird as you who can accept your weirdness and
you’re set.

minated by members of the
l community.

Kelly is a junior tour guide and the vice president
of Students Empowering Women.
Chris is a junior who is in Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity, and went on an immersion trip to Nicaragua
What are your plans for Valentine’s Day?
CW: Monster Jam is coming to Cleveland.
KE: ... and dinner at Bahama Breeze.
What is your favorite thing about your boyfriend/girlfriend?
CW: Her confidence and outgoing personality.
KE: His hair. But seriously ... he is sensitive,
has an admirable work ethic and makes me laugh
everyday.
What was your first date like?
CW: Terrifying.
KE: He was scared to hold my hand.
What’s the best gift your boyfriend/girlfriend
has gotten you?
CW: A Saint Christopher medal.
KE: A monogrammed ring.
What love advice do you have for others?
CW: Give each other space and communicate
your feelings.
KE: You need to know how to be happy with
yourself before you can be happy with someone else.

&

Kelly Ek
Chris Wank

World News
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Around the World
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1

2

The Associated Press
The manhunt for a former Los Angeles police
officer suspected of going on a killing spree
converged Tuesday on a mountain cabin where
authorities believe he barricaded himself inside,
engaged in a shootout that killed a deputy and then
never emerged as the home went up in flames.
A single gunshot was heard from within,
and a law enforcement official told The Associated Press late Tuesday that officials had found
a charred body.
If the body of Christopher Dorner is found inside, as authorities suspect, the search for the most
wanted man in America over the last week would
have ended the way he had expected — death, with
the police pursuing him. He is believed to have
killed at least four people. Information reported
as of Tuesday night.
“Enough is enough. It’s time for you to turn
yourself in. It’s time to stop the bloodshed,” LAPD
Cmdr. Andrew Smith said at a news conference
held outside police headquarters in Los Angeles, a
starkly different atmosphere than last week when
Dorner was on the loose and officials briefed the
news media under heavy security in an underground hallway.
A short time after Smith spoke Tuesday, smoke
began to rise from the cabin in the snow-covered
woods near Big Bear Lake, a resort town about 80
miles east of Los Angeles. Flames then engulfed
the building — images that were broadcast on
live television around the world. TV helicopters
showed the fire burning freely with no apparent
effort to extinguish it.
“We have reason to believe that it is him,” said
San Bernardino County sheriff’s spokeswoman
Cynthia Bachman, adding that she didn’t know
how the fire started. She noted there was gunfire
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North Korea conducts
third nuclear test

The Associated Press

Christopher Dorner, who was fired
from the LAPD in 2008. Dorner is the
suspected of killing three people,
including a policeman.

AP

between the person in the cabin and officers around
the home before the blaze began.
A warden for the California Department of
Fish and Wildlife traveling down Highway 38
recognized a man who fit Dorner’s description
traveling in the opposite direction. The officer
pursued the vehicle and there was a shooting at
12:42 p.m. in which the wildlife vehicle was hit
numerous times and the suspect escaped on foot
after crashing his truck.
After holing up in the cabin, there was a second
gunbattle with San Bernardino County deputies,
two of whom were shot. One died and the other
was expected to live after undergoing surgery.
Dorner’s anger with the department dated back
at least five years, when he was fired for filing a
false report accusing his training officer of kicking
a mentally ill suspect.
The first victims were Quan’s daughter, Monica
Quan, 28, a college basketball coach, and her fiance, Keith Lawrence, 27. They were shot multiple
times in their car in a parking garage near their
Orange County condo.
Information as of 12:45 a.m. Wednesday.

Defying U.N. warnings, North Korea on
Tuesday conducted its third nuclear test in
the remote, snowy northeast, taking a crucial
step toward its goal of building a bomb small
enough to be fitted on a missile capable of
striking the United States.
North Korea said the atomic test was
merely its “first response” to what it called
U.S. threats, and said it will continue with
unspecified “second and third measures of
greater intensity” if Washington maintains
its hostility.
The underground test, which set off powerful seismic waves, drew immediate condemnation from Washington, the U.N. and others.
Even its only major ally, China, summoned the
North’s ambassador for a dressing-down.
President Barack Obama, who was scheduled to give a State of the Union address later
Tuesday, said nuclear tests “do not make North
Korea more secure.” Instead, North Korea
has “increasingly isolated and impoverished
its people through its ill-advised pursuit of
weapons of mass destruction,” he said in a
statement.
But the Obama administration’s options
for a response are limited, and a U.S. military
strike is highly unlikely.
In an emergency session, the U.N. Security
Council unanimously said the test poses “a
clear threat to international peace and security”
and pledged further action.
U.S. Ambassador Susan Rice called the
test “highly provocative” and said the North’s

continued work on its nuclear and missile
programs threatens regional and international peace and security and “the security of
a number of countries including the United
States.”
“They will not be tolerated,” she said, “and
they will be met with North Korea’s increasing
isolation and pressure under United Nations
sanctions.”
The test was a defiant North Korean response to U.N. orders that it shut down its
atomic activity or face more sanctions and
international isolation. It will likely draw more
sanctions from the United States and other
countries at a time when North Korea is trying
to rebuild its moribund economy and expand
its engagement with the outside world.
Several U.N. resolutions bar North Korea
from conducting nuclear or missile tests because the Security Council considers Pyongyang a would-be proliferator of weapons of
mass destruction and its nuclear testing a threat
to international peace and stability.
The test is a product of North Korea’s
military-first, or songun, policy, and shows
Kim Jong Un is running the country much
as his father did, said Daniel Pinkston of the
International Crisis Group think tank.
North Korea isn’t close to having a nuclear
bomb it can use on the United States or its
allies. Instead, Hecker said in a posting on
Stanford University’s website, “it wants to
hold U.S. interests at risk of a nuclear attack
to deter us from regime change and to create
international leverage and diplomatic maneuvering room.”

Record snow hits the Northeast hard

Staff Reporter

The blizzard that took over the northeast is
just about over, aside from the snow keeping
residents of some cities indoors. According
to CNN, freezing temperatures kept the snow
from melting. In Connecticut, 40 inches fell
in the city of Hamden. Heavy snowfall and
strong winds blasted through northeastern
cities. The blizzard has also left thousands
without power, and during this past weekend,
it contributed even more snow. About 40
inches of snow was dumped, and the blizzard
is responsible for killing nine people as well
as leaving many without power.
Utility companies reported on Sunday that
350,000 people were still without electricity
across a nine-state region, according to Reuters. Airports began to re-open on Sunday, as
about 5,000 flights were canceled on Friday.
Some transit was still suspended as of Sunday
morning.
Another storm was also expected to occur
across the Northern Plains. From Colorado

to Minnesota, a foot of snow and high winds
were supposed to hit. Also, South Dakota
was the worst-hit, with winds of 50 mph
establishing white-outs and then reaching
to North Dakota, Nebraska, Wyoming and
Wisconsin.
Over the weekend, Rhode Island, Connecticut and Massachusetts took the hard end
of the blizzard. The storm also reached Maine,
leaving 31.9 inches of snow in Portland,
breaking the 1979 record. In Connecticut,
five deaths occurred, and there were two in
New York and Boston. These were accidents
of carbon monoxide poisoning in cars. In one
case, an 11-year-old boy tried to keep warm in
the car, but the exhaust of the car was blocked.
This has been a source of investigation due
to the number of people trying to keep warm
in cars and the snow blocking the exhaust
pipes, therefore causing carbon monoxide
poisoning.
Snowmobiles were used for road rescues
this past Friday and Saturday. Normalcy in
the skies and on the roads returned on Sunday, and dig-outs were finally able to begin.

AP

Snow made the streets difficult to navigate in Connecticut on Saturday following
a record-breaking blizzard. Over 350,000 people are without power, and the
below-freezing temperatures are keeping the snow from melting.
Through this week, the roads and transpor- being dug out, but everyone was doing the
tation are expected to make a recovery. As best they could.
Information from CNN was used in this
of Sunday, residents said that there really
wasn’t anywhere to put the snow that was article.
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Hearings bring many issues for
nominees Brennan and Hagel
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Foreseeing
2016

Alyssa Giannirakis
Staff Reporter

Chuck Hagel and John Brennan both dealt
with tough senators and heavy questioning
during their respective confirmation hearings. Defense Secretary-designate Hagel
was questioned repeatedly in his eight-hour
hearing on Jan. 31 about the Iraq war, Iran
and Israel. According to a number of sources,
including current Defense Secretary Leon
Panetta, Hagel seemed unprepared when addressing the questions from the Senate Armed
Services Committee.
Panetta spoke about the hearing on NBC’s
“Meet the Press” Sunday, Feb. 30, saying,
“What disappointed me was that they talked
a lot about past quotes, but what about what
a secretary of defense is confronting today?
What about the war in Afghanistan? What
about the war on terrorism? What about the
budget sequester and what impact it’s going
to have on readiness? What about Middle
East turmoil? What about cyber attacks?”
The White House is confident in Hagel
and his abilities. So is Senate Majority Leader
Harry Reid (D-Nev.). Reid said on “This
Week” with George Stephanopoulos that he
is confident that Hagel will be confirmed and
that he is being unfairly judged.
In contrast to Hagel’s performance, CIA
director nominee John Brennan was able
to answer questions regarding drones and
torture clearing and seemingly to the best of
his knowledge. According to U.S. News and
World Report, Brennan focused on what he
would do differently with the agency if he
were confirmed as director.

5

Katelyn DeBaun

Asst. World News Editor

CIA Director nominee John Brennan, pictured above, was questioned about
drone strikes and torture clearing by the Senate. Chuck Hagel, the potential
Defense Secretary, was questioned on his views of Iran, Israel and the Iraq war.
When discussing drone strikes, he made it
clear that they are not used to punish terrorists. He said, “We only take such action as a
last resort to save lives when it’s determined
that no other action can be taken,” according
to a report on PBS. Brennan was also able to
comment on the controversial 6,000-page intelligence report on torture and counterterrorism techniques. According to CNN, Brennan
said he is waiting for the final review of the
report before drawing any conclusions.
In his opening statement to the committee,
Brennan said, “I believe my CIA background
and my other professional experience have

AP

prepared me well for the challenge of leading
the world’s premier intelligence agency at
this moment in history, which is as dynamic
and consequential as any in recent decades,
and will continue to be in years ahead.”
It is clear that Brennan is confident in his
abilities and carried himself confidently during his confirmation hearing. Hagel, on the
other hand, did not exude the confidence the
Senate was looking for in a new secretary
of defense.
Information from NBC News, US News
and World Report, PBS, and CNN contributed
to this report.

Pope Benedict XVI to resign from post,
first time in 600 years

President Obama and First Lady Michele Obama visiting with Pope Benedict XVI
in 2009. On Feb. 11, the pope announced that he will be resigning from his post,
citing health problems as the cause.
The Associated Press
and staff reports
With a few words in Latin, Pope Benedict
XVI did what no pope has done in more than
half a millennium, stunning the world by announcing his resignation Monday and leaving
the already troubled Catholic Church to replace
the leader of its 1 billion followers by Easter.
The Feb. 28 resignation allows for a fasttrack conclave to elect a new pope, since the
traditional nine days of mourning that would
follow a pope’s death doesn’t have to be observed. It also gives the 85-year-old Benedict

AP

great sway over the choice of his successor.
Though he will not himself vote, he has handpicked the bulk of the College of Cardinals
— the princes of the church who will elect
his successor — to guarantee his conservative
legacy and ensure an orthodox future for the
church.
Since becoming pope in 2005, Benedict
has charted a very conservative course for the
Church, trying to reawaken Christianity in
Europe, where it had fallen by the wayside,
and return the Church to its traditional roots,
which he felt had been betrayed by a botched
interpretation of the modernizing reforms of

the Second Vatican Council.
There are several papal contenders in the
wings, but no obvious front-runner — the same
situation as when Benedict was elected after
the death of John Paul. As in recent elections,
some push is expected for the election of a
Third World pope, with several names emerging from Asia, Africa and Latin America, home
to about 40 percent of the world’s Catholics.
On Monday, Benedict said he plans to
serve the Church for the remainder of his days
“through a life dedicated to prayer.” The Vatican said after he resigns he will travel to Castel
Gandolfo, the papal summer retreat south of
Rome, and then live in the monastery.
And by Easter Sunday, the Catholic Church
will almost certainly have a new leader, the
Vatican’s chief spokesman Rev. Federico
Lombardi said — a potent symbol of rebirth
in the Church on a day that celebrates the
resurrection of Christ.
Thoughts on the Pope’s announcement are
visible on the campus of John Carroll University. Edward Hahnenberg, a professor in
the Dept. of Theology and Religious Studies,
said, “One of the most important things about
Pope Benedict’s resignation, theologically, is
the reminder that the papacy is an office, not
an individual. It is a ministry more than it is
a man.”
In addition, The Rev. William M. Bichl,
S.J. said, “On reflection, and on seeing recent
pictures of the Pope, he’s made a good decision. He’s old, tired and physically weaker than
just a few months ago. I wish him a happy and
healthy retirement.
One thing that seems universal around the
world is the surprise of the Pope’s resignation,
as well as who is next in line.

I have a confession to make. Despite the
fact that the election just occurred a few months
ago, and President Obama was re-inaugurated
several weeks ago, I am already looking ahead
to the 2016 presidential election.
I’m not alone in this, though. Political analysts are already contemplating several likely
contenders around, including former Secretary
of State Hillary Clinton, Vice President Joe
Biden, former Florida Gov. Jeb Bush and Sen.
Marco Rubio (Fla.), just to name a few.
As a left-wing individual, many would
expect me to favor either Clinton or Biden. On
the contrary, much like Tina Fey said while
portraying Sarah Palin on SNL in 2008, I’m
“going rogue.” Out of all the possible candidates
for 2016, I most favor New Jersey’s Republican
governor, Chris Christie. I may not necessarily
agree with all of his political ideals, but I do
respect what he has accomplished during his
term in office.
First and foremost, during Hurricane Sandy,
he left behind the fear for bipartisanism that has
become commonly associated with the GOP
and worked with Obama to be as helpful to the
citizens of New Jersey as he could, calling the
president “supportive and helpful to [the] state,”
according to Politico.
He is also one of the few political leaders to
immediately start working toward gun control
legislation after the Sandy Hook shooting in
Connecticut. He attacked the NRA for using the
deaths of young children as an argument against
gun control and started the SAFE task force to
lead the way in safer gun sales and the increase
of availability to mental health services within
the state. However, his desire for more gun
control makes him unpopular within his own
party, as does his belief that climate change is a
real process, and that the Department of Defense
shouldn’t interfere with illegal immigration.
Another obstacle in the way of a potential
2016 presidential race for Christie could very
well be Christie himself. He has long been targeted due to his weight, which raises concerns
that he may not be healthy enough to be the next
president. He appeared on “The Late Show with
David Letterman” last week, and although he
ate a donut on the set as a joke, he explained
that as governor he has to go through various
physicals and is probably “the healthiest fat guy
you’ll ever meet.”
While I understand that Christie’s weight
is sufficient cause for concern, he wouldn’t
be the first president with significant health issues. William Howard Taft was so large that he
got stuck in the White House bathtub. John F.
Kennedy had Addison’s disease, an endocrine
disorder, and Franklin Delano Roosevelt had
polio. Then there’s William Henry Harrison,
who died 32 days into his presidency after getting pneumonia, supposedly when he did not
dress properly for his inauguration.
Overall, I believe that if Christie is considered healthy by doctors, then his weight should
not get in the way of his decision to run for
office. If he is seen as a suitable candidate by
the American people, that should be enough.
It is true that he has not mentioned his plans
for 2016, but I believe that he should run. I
believe his outspoken personality and tendency
to lean middle-right in political beliefs would
be a welcome change in today’s age of outrageously right-wing politicians who don’t wish
to compromise.
Contact Katelyn DeBaun at
kdebaun16@jcu.edu
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Seasonal illness fuels earnings for stores
Drugstores see a boost to performance due to flu-like symptoms
Patrick Burns
It’s once again that time of the year
where the flu virus is rampant, and many
of our immune systems have been sent into
battle. However, drugstores could not be
happier about what the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention have described as
one of the worst flu seasons in a decade.
Store names such as CVS, Walgreens and
Rite Aid have seen quite healthy financial
results in the past quarter amidst all the
sickness.
Sales of both prescription and over-thecounter drugs were huge drivers of success
for the drugstores.Walgreens alone had an
increase of 2.3 percent in the past month for
flu prescriptions.
Other remedies, such as cough medicine,
pain relievers and a whole variety of overthe-counter medicines also saw a boost
From ogamcom.net
in demand. Rite Aid saw sales of these
non-pharmacy goods rise by 4.2 percent. Flu season has been kind to drugstores across the country in the form of increased
Looking at drugstores on a nationwide scale profits. Prescription and over-the-counter drugs are the biggest moneymakers.
is even more noteworthy: For the week
Flu shots can see margins of over 50 for drugstores like CVS.
ended Jan. 26, sales of over-the-counter
The easy shopping experience is not
medicines were up 24 percent compared percent, while cough drops and nasal sprays
can see over 40 percent. Coupled with the taken for granted, as drugstores account
to the year before.
This flu season has also given light to panic that has spread with the severity of for $3 billion of the $6.5 billion in annual
an interesting phenomena known as “The this flu season, it makes sense as to why cough and cold sales. Drugstore chains have
Halo Effect.” When consumers buy their drugstores have performed so well and pleased Wall Street overall. CVS Caremark
had earnings per share of $1.14, beating out
respective medicines, they also tend to be continue to do so.
Another major factor that has aided the analyst consensus of $1.10.
drawn to other complementary products.
CVS also outperformed on a revenue
These include thermometers, vitamins and pharmacies is their convenience. When
fresh toothbrushes. Some stores are capital- people are sick they tend to head to the local basis by reporting $31.4 billion versus the
izing on this by encouraging their patrons drugstore as opposed to their supermarket, expected $31.13 billion. Despite a marvelto purchase these products. For example, as they are often located closer to peoples’ ous past quarter, it is very likely the EPS
and revenues may see a drop in the coming
Walgreens has a flu season checklist in homes.
Larry Merlo, CEO of CVS, described
months.
store comprised of a whole array of essenThe flu season will subside, and the
tials for staying healthy during this time a customer’s thoughts: “I’m really not
thinking about driving the extra few miles,
sales of flu and cough-related products are
of the year.
destined to drop along with it. Until that
These kinds of results are not outland- and then have to park far away to get into
time, stores such as CVS will welcome the
ish, as Todd Hale of Nielsen’s Consumer & the store.”
When someone is sick and has to buy a
increased performance of their products and
Shopper Insights group says “Pharmacies
enjoy an uplift during strong flu seasons.” medication, more than likely he or she will its addition to their bottom line.
Information from The Wall Street JourPerhaps this can be traced to the remarkable try and make the trip as short as possible.
These short trips equate to big sales figures
nal was used in this report.
profitability of flu-related products.

Budget talks move forward for the EU

European Union leaders agreed Friday to
a significantly reduced 7-year budget worth
€960 billion ($1.28 trillion) — the first cut in
spending in the 27-country group’s history.
European Council President Herman Van
Rompuy announced that the agreement had
been reached after two days of nearly roundthe-clock negotiations — the longest negotiations of his tenure in office. The final total
was about 40 billion less than the European
Commission had originally proposed.
The issue of what to give to the EU was
made more difficult because, he said, its
members were struggling with poor economic
growth and harsh austerity measures.
The final number was far less than the
€1.03 trillion ($1.38 trillion) the EU’s executive arm, the European Commission, had originally proposed. The €959.988 billion total will
cover the years 2014-2020; the budget for the
years 2007-2013 was €975.777 billion.
The two-day fight over the cap on what the
EU can spend on everything from infrastructure to development aid laid bare divisions over
what the role of the union should be.
“The effort was worth it,” said German
Chancellor Angela Merkel. “The agreement
is good and important,” she added, saying it
would show solidarity and ensure predictability. The European Parliament must still
approve the deal — and lawmakers there suggested that the drastic cuts proposed would be
unacceptable.

Scandal hits
crisis-laden Spain
The Associated Press

Staff Reporter

The Associated Press

The Carroll News

“This agreement will not strengthen the
competitiveness of the European economy
but weaken it,” said a statement by the leaders of the four largest political groups in the
Parliament. “It is not in the prime interest of
our European citizens.”
The proposed budget has also been criticized for cutting too deeply into aid for poor
countries and other programs critical for
Europe. At its heart, the hard-fought summit
in Brussels was a tussle about what the 27-nation European Union stood for: some leaders
argued it was a drag on national budgets in
tough economic times, while others said the
economic crisis highlighted the need for closer
and deeper ties, which would compel the EU
to do more than in the past.
The deal that emerged seemed to lean more
toward the position of countries led by Britain,
which insisted that the EU couldn’t look for
more money at a time of belt-tightening across
Europe.
“The UK public can be proud that we cut
the ‘credit card level’ for the first time ever,”
said British Prime Minister David Cameron. “I
wanted a cut. That is what I achieved today.
Working with allies, this is a great deal for
Britain and a great deal for Europe. And a great
deal for European taxpayers.”
Indeed, it seemed a loss for many of the
newer — and generally poorer — members,
who see Europe as a club that is only as strong
as its weakest member. That group, led by
Poland and France, argued that Europe meant
nothing if the budget were not used to bridge

the wealth gap between rich and poor members
and help restart growth.
But French President Francois Hollande
also claimed victory, taking a small dig at Britain by noting that Cameron had moved farther
from his government’s desired budget total
than France had. Both sides had threatened to
walk away from the table — again — if they
didn’t get what they wanted.
Beyond the deeper philosophical differences, there were national concerns that made
the negotiations particularly long and difficult.
Dutch Prime Minister Mark Rutte, for example,
had pledged to maintain his country’s discount
in the amount it pays to the EU — a €1 billion
discount — and said he fought to achieve that,
successfully, right up to the last minute.
Despite criticism of the cuts, Van Rompuy
noted that the proposed budget did put aside
€6 billion ($8.02 billion) to help alleviate
youth unemployment, which has skyrocketed
because of the economic crisis over the past
few years, notably in Greece and Spain. The
EU, with a population of more than 500 million
people and an annual gross domestic product
of €12 trillion ($16.05 trillion), is the world’s
largest economy. But the EU’s budget for 2012
is €147.2 billion ($196.87 billion) — less than
one-fifth the size of the budget of the U.K.
alone. The EU budget includes items meant to
generate economic growth in the future. It also
funds regulation and administration in such
areas as mergers and competition, the review of
national budgets to ensure they do not include
excessive deficits and banking supervision.

It’s not as though Spain doesn’t have
enough to worry about, two years of recession, harsh austerity programs, sky-high
unemployment and an unstable footing on
the world’s markets. Now comes a corruption scandal that has shaken the top levels of
government. Prime Minister Mariano Rajoy
has steered Spain through the economic turmoil, but some are asking whether he will
survive the storm over allegations that he
and others benefited from years of slush fund
handouts.
Spain’s leading newspaper, El Pais, published a bombshell report on Jan. 31, laying
out ledgers it said were from former Popular
Party Treasurer Luis Barcenas, outlining
nearly 20 years of alleged secret accounting showing cash payments to leading party
members — including Rajoy before he became prime minister.
The money allegedly came from private
companies, mostly construction firms doing big business during Spain’s property
boom stretching from the 1990s until the
2008 financial crisis. According to the documents published by El Pais, Rajoy received
€322,231 ($436,494) from 1997 to 2008.
Rajoy and the other party members allegedly involved have denied receiving
payments, and the Popular Party said the
documents are false — though it has acknowledged that some notations reflect legitimate
party payments and notifications to Spain’s
taxation authority. Spaniards struggling under
spending cuts and tax hikes are outraged.
Angry protests have been held outside the
Popular Party’s Madrid headquarters.
The scandal has hit the markets: stocks
fell, and interest rates on Spanish bonds rose
in the days after Rajoy denied the allegations,
as investors grew concerned about the stability of the government and its economy.
Barcenas, 55, was the second-in-command
of the Popular Party’s finances starting in
1993, and Rajoy elevated him to the top job
in 2008. But Barcenas was expelled a year
later when his name surfaced in a court probe
alleging irregular financial practices by the
party. He re-emerged last month when Spain’s
National Court reported he had amassed
€22 million ($29.7 million) in Swiss bank
accounts. Barcenas’ lawyer denied that his
client’s vast wealth was the result of corruption, saying he made it through business
investments outside his party job over the
years.
In a brief TV interview outside his Madrid apartment, he insisted the documents
were false — in spite of claims from experts
that they match his handwriting. Rajoy has
worked hard over the last year to save Spain
from financial ruin by pushing through unpopular austerity measures — including tax
hikes, labor reforms that make it easier to
fire workers and spending cuts in cherished
services such as education and healthcare.
The Popular Party enjoys an absolute majority in Parliament. None of Rajoy’s colleagues in Parliament have shown any signs
of defecting.
The Popular Party has already declared
that an internal review showed no evidence
of wrongdoing. An external audit is now under way and is expected to be released soon.
Prosecutors are investigating the validity of
the El Pais documents and will then decide
whether to question Rajoy or conduct a wider
probe.
Investors are concerned that protests could
mushroom or that markets could again start
punishing Spain, which saw its interest rate
on 10-year government bonds shoot above
the 7 percent level last summer. The interest
rate had fallen down to 5 percent, but shot
back up to 5.3 percent amid the slush fund
allegations.
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Sudoku
Easy

A bit harder

Febuary 14, 2013

Genius

The first Person to submit all three completed sudoku puzzles wins A free
mcdonalds small fry from the carroll newsroom!
Good Luck, everyone!

NAME THAT
TOON!

What the toon doesn’t
say about the tune:
“Maybe I’m a different breed.

Maybe I’m not listening.
So blame it on my ADD baby ”
Be the first to submit the answer and your
email address to The Carroll Newsroom, and get
your picture in next week’s paper!

ANSWER:____________________________________________

CONNECT THE
DOTS!

Cartoon by Nicholas Sciarappa

TIC-TAC-TOE
CHALLANGE

“Best Pizza in Cleveland Featuring
Homemade Sicilian Cooking”
Our Hours
Mon - Thurs: 11:am - 10 pm
Fri - Sat: 11:00am - 11:00 pm
12305 Mayfield Road
Cleveland, OH 44106
(216) 421-2159

mamasantas.com

Richard-Carla
for Hair
All JCU Students
Haircuts $20
Happy
Valentine’ s
Day!
2263 Warrensville Center Rd
University Heights

(216) 371-9585
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Commitment to service

,

Cartoon by Nicholas Sciarappa

NOTABLE QUOTABLE

“

“Don’t feel bad if you don’t win. I’ve never
won, and I have my own eyelash line. Take that,
Bon Iver.”

Editorial

Petition on a mission

— Katy Perry, on introducing the Best New Artist category
at the Grammy Awards

Recently, a petition began circulating moving to
extend the appointment of visiting professors in the
English department, Robert “Bo” Smith and Thomas
Roche. Students who had positive experiences with the
professors started the petition.
Smith and Roche began teaching at JCU in the fall of
2011 through the Gerard Manley Hopkins Professorship
in British Literature. Typically, visiting professors under
this professorship stay for a period ranging from less
than a semester to an academic year. Smith and Roche
have stayed the longest of any Hopkins professor at
JCU to date.
Despite the students’ sincere efforts to secure more
years of teaching, the English department does not anticipate extending the stay of the professors. Scheduling
is cited as a main issue in extending Smith and Roche’s
appointment.
It is understood that this visiting professorship program cannot be extended. However, since students have
had such a positive experience with these professors,
hiring them as adjunct faculty should be considered
down the road. Furthermore, an extensive evaluation
of the current professors should take place to ensure
that students have the opportunity to learn from the best
possible professors.
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Recently, John Carroll students have been starting and
participating in projects which benefit both the John Carroll and Cleveland communities.
One of the programs allows students to contribute their
unwanted, gently used clothes to the Clothes Closet, an
on-campus store for used clothing. Students have the
option of exchanging a donated item for another in the
store. Some students have chosen to donate clothing free
of exchange, though.
The Clothes Closet exchange program enables students
to obtain new clothes free of cost. This is very beneficial
to students who need new clothes but can’t afford them.
It also contributes to campus sustainability by reusing
unwanted clothing instead of throwing them away and
constantly consuming new products.
The Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) is a refundable
tax credit that implements tax reductions and wage supplements to low-and-moderate income families. The EITC
Coalition has recruited John Carroll students, alumni, and
staff. Members of the John Carroll community will help
prepare the taxes of low-income families.
Both of these projects exemplify John Carroll’s commitment to community service. The EITC Coalition and
The Clothes Closet provide goods and services to those
in need. Those who have participated in these projects are
commended for their actions. Increased opportunities to
participate in service on campus might cause even more
students to engage in helping the community.

HIT & miss

Hit: JCU cross country boys’ “Harlem Shake” video miss: JCU’s
tuition increasing Hit/miss: Pope Benedict XVI announced his resignation from the papacy Monday morning; he is the first pontiff to
step down since 1415 Hit: President Obama announced in his State
of the Union address that 34,000 troops will be withdrawn from
Afghanistan within a year miss: A Carnival cruise ship with 4,229
passengers was stranded in the middle of the Gulf of Mexico after
a fire destroyed the engines Hit: The military will now extend some
family benefits to same-sex partners miss: Chris Brown totaled
his car while attempting to dodge paparazzi Hit/miss: Carrie Underwood wore a $31 million necklace to the Grammy Awards miss:
Facebook is being sued by a Dutch company over its use of the
“like” button miss: Kristen Stewart Hit: New research shows that
dogs are able to understand situations from a human perspective
miss: A film critic called actress Melissa McCarthy “a female hippo”
and “tractor-sized” in a review of her new movie “Identity Thief”
Email your hits & misses to jcunews@gmail.com
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OURVIEW

Spencer German
Campus Editor

What about the rest of the year?
It’s Valentine’s Day. It’s the
worst day of the year (well, other
than every Monday of the year) but
otherwise, the worst day of the year.
Now let me explain, because I have
a feeling everyone reading this right
now probably has that stereotypical thought of “Oh, he’s just bitter
because he’s had bad Valentine’s
Day experiences and blah blah
blah.” Well, in reality, and contrary
to popular belief, none of the Valentine’s Days I’ve ever been part
of have been bad, and I’d actually
say they have been pretty normal.
I’ve only ever been in one relationship that ran through a Valentine’s
Day, and I’d say that one was pretty
normal too.
So ask me why on earth is Valentine’s Day the worst day of the
year? And I’d respond, Where do
you want me to start?
Valentine’s Day is probably
the single-most fluke of a holiday
I have ever lived through. First of
all, whether you’re in a relationship
or not, Valentine’s Day symbolizes the one day of the year when
love is forced. All that happens on
Feb. 14 every year is people feel
obligated for once to show that they
care about someone. If they don’t
have someone they rush to find
someone on that day that will agree

What about the rest
of the year?

to “be their Valentine.” What a joke.
Think about it. If you really love
someone, or even just like them or
care about them as much as you say
you do, then the things you do on
Valentine’s Day should be things
you are already doing on any given
day. In other words, you should
show how much that person means
to you the other 364 days of the
year that aren’t called “Valentine’s
Day.” It’s basically like people hear
the title “Valentine’s Day” and the
first thought is, “What should I buy?
What should I get? What should I
do?” If you don’t think about that
any other day, then what is the point
of forcing it now? It shouldn’t be
an obligation, but unfortunately that
is what it has become.
In my opinion, it is more impressive if you get a girl flowers on a
Wednesday afternoon in mid-October just because you want to than if
you do it for Valentine’s Day. Ask
any girl that, and I bet they would
agree. Now don’t get me wrong: If
you don’t care all the other days,
then go ahead and let Feb. 14 be the
one day you try, which ironically
enough brings me to my next point
of why today is the worst.
Valentine’s Day is a day that allows bad boyfriends to make up for
their mistakes from the past year.
So many times I’ve seen or heard
a girl complain about how bad her
boyfriend treats her all year long,
or how rude her boyfriend was to
her last week, or how he won’t kiss
her in public, and she’s upset. Then,
Valentine’s Day rolls around and
boom, she’s got flowers falling out
of her closet, chocolates that could
feed a third world country and PDA

everywhere they go. All of a sudden, everything is good again till
the next time she gets cheated on or
the next time they fight. Enough is
enough! If you’re using Valentine’s
Day to make up for your mistakes,
and that’s the only day you really
care, you probably aren’t happy.
Now don’t get me wrong, I make
mistakes too; but I’m confident that
if you asked my girlfriend, Brittany
Fleming, if I show her I love her
every single day, she would say yes
without any hesitation. That’s not to
say I’m any better than anyone else,
but just that Valentine’s Day is so
overdone. I’d rather show someone
their worth on a daily basis than on
a Hallmark holiday like today.
To be honest, I like thinking
back to the days when you wrote a
Valentine for everyone in your class
and put them in their little bag so
they could go home and read how
much people cared about them.
That’s how Valentine’s Day should
be, sharing the love with everyone,
not just putting on a fake show.
All in all, Valentine’s Day has
gone from representing love, devotion and connection between you
and someone you truly care about,
and become more about what can
you buy to show that you care about
that person? The Beatles said it
best … “Can’t buy me love.” I’ll
stand by that until the day I die.
That being said, do the right thing
today, and then repeat it for the next
364 days after that.
Happy Valentine’s Day,
Brittany! I love you!
Contact Spencer German at
sgerman13@jcu.edu

Wonderword :

What does flibbertigibbet mean?

“A toothless woman from
West Virginia.”
Haley Turner,
sophomore

“A nickname that Allison
Pschirer calls her mom. ”

Ned Barnes,
sophomore

“An animal that is both
a fish and a frog.”
Alex Dirr,
sophomore

Flibbertigibbet: A silly, flighty or scatterbrained person

The Bayer Necessities:
Brian Bayer

Managing Editor

Love is perhaps the most universally
explored theme of human existence.
Every great king has spoken of it – Jesus
(the King of Men), Elvis (the King of
Rock ’n’ Roll) and even Larry (King
Live).
So what more can a humble student
say about it? Probably nothing, but I’ve
never claimed to be humble, so here are
some of my thoughts on the subject.
Last week, we heard the Scripture
that describes love as “caring, compassionate, blind, etc.”
That’s all true, I’m sure, but it’s so
much more than that – Love is a badass
bat out of hell, Iron Man/Hulk combo
that can steal your very being and give
you the strength of the Spartan armies
or the weakness of Samson without his
hair. So yes, I agree with what the Bible
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calls love, but I also think it’s a teensy
bit more.
A lot of people fear that we throw the
word “love” around too easily. Personally, I think we don’t say it enough. Don’t
mistake this for me claiming we should
say it without thinking. Absolutely
not! But is it that bad of an idea to be
vulnerable? I think the world would be
a brighter place if more people were willing to open themselves up like that.
Many can’t tell the difference between “like a lot” and “love.” Here’s a
hint: You don’t love something if it can’t
return your affection.
For example, I like chocolate a lot.
I once ate a five-pound Hershey bar. It
was awesome. But it never told me how
much it cared about me.
On the other hand, I love my family.
But eating them wouldn’t make me
happy like the Hershey bar did, because
they have something else to offer other
than confectionary perfection – their
love in return (and I don’t imagine Bayer
meat tastes very good anyway).
After much meditation, fulfillment,

heartache and growth, I’ve come up with
a barometer of sauciness in what I call
the “Spectrum of Lovin’.”
I’ve broken it down into three simple
levels. Let me first clarify that the number one obstacle you might encounter
is thinking that love only applies to that
somebody special in your life. Wrong
again – love applies to everybody you
encounter. So here’s the Spectrum:
1) To have love for.
If love were a water park, this would
be the kiddie pool. Having love for one
another is the most important part of being human (or at least enjoying being human). This is the kind of love you should
share with your neighbor. It’s familiar
love, and everyone deserves it.
We often have this belief that we
need to earn each other’s love. I don’t
believe this is true. Perhaps we can earn
their hatred, but we should at least start
with the loving part.
2) To love.
This is the next step up. Congratulations, you’ve moved onto the wave pool.
If you straight love someone, they are

Cooney Meets World:

Retreating
from the grid

Dan Cooney
Editor in Chief

I’ve written before in this space
about my life during what I will
call “the cellphone era.” My parents
gifted me with my first phone on
Christmas Day during my sophomore
year in high school. I graduated to a
better phone during my senior year,
complete with full keyboard ready
for my fingers to begin texting.
Then, this past summer, I got my
first smartphone, which is what I
currently own.
Finally, I received the power to access the World Wide Web, my social
media accounts and my email all in
a compact device at my fingertips.
I keep my schedule and communicate with others easily through my
smartphone.
But, that all got stripped away late
last week.
For some reason, my phone
stopped holding a charge. One minute, I would plug in my phone with
zero percent battery life. The next
minute, my phone would light up with
a “fully charged” icon. The people at
Verizon thought it was weird, too.
That’s why I will probably be getting
a new phone of the same type soon.
So, if anyone needed to get a hold
of me late last week, you could shoot
me an email, tweet me or send me
a Facebook message. I’m sorry if I
didn’t answer your messages right
away.
In some ways, I felt naked. I have
always had a phone in my pocket
for over five years. Now, because
electronics malfunction from time to
time, the ease of communicating with
others was gone.
Even though I had just handed out
multiple resume copies – complete
with my phone number – to potential employers at the Career Fair last
week, my lack of a working cellphone
came at just the right time.

I spent a significant portion of my
weekend at a house in the woods. A
group of over 20 of us student leaders
traveled to Carrollodge to take part in
the Guidance retreat.
We reflected. We prayed. We spent
time together as a community. We even
got to know each other better.
I tend to think that the time I spent
off the grid this weekend was just what
I needed. Maybe the lessons learned
on this retreat wouldn’t have stuck as
well if I felt a constant buzzing in my
pocket. And while the work of a committed leader never ends, sometimes
we all need time to get away and build
a deeper relationship with God.
When I came back on Sunday
afternoon and sat down to do some
homework, I saw my phone sitting
on the table. I picked it up and pushed
the power button, as I had fruitlessly
done many times during the previous
week.
To my amazement, my phone
turned on with no issues.
As I write this column, the phone
sits next to me on the table charging
normally. But I will probably still get
it examined by professional eyes.
Sometimes we need to put away
our phones, get away from the email
inbox, avoid the noise of the world and
go find a house in the woods to spend
30 hours in reflection and prayer in the
company of others. I think that’s why
they are called “retreats.”
My parents even reminded me last
week that they went plenty of places
without cellphones for many years. If
they could do it, I could too. I knew
they were right, but it still felt weird
… until this past weekend.
I am refreshed and ready to tackle
what the last few months of life as
an undergraduate have left to throw
at me.
So, do yourself a favor in this
time before midterms, and retreat into
reflection and prayer for a weekend. I
guarantee that you’ll come back fully
charged.
Contact Dan Cooney at
dcooney13@jcu.edu

Unpacking love

probably pretty special to you. Somehow
they have broken past that first level and
touched your heart in a deeper way.
This kind of love should be an eternal
fire that mustn’t ever be extinguished. If
you tell someone you love them, you
should love them forever. I maintain this
to be true in my own life – there isn’t a
single person I have ever said, “I love
you” to that I don’t still hold a special
place for in my heart.
Sure, this might seem scary – it’s a
great way to get hurt. I’m sure a lot of
people celebrating “Singles Awareness
Day” this week have gotten to this level
with a significant other and maybe gotten
hurt. Man up (or woman up), and realize
that being vulnerable is okay. Closing
your heart to love doesn’t protect you or
make you brave; it just shields you from
the potential of tomorrow.
This level of devotion is also the kind
of affection that should be shared with
your family members. Whether you
consider your family to be your parents,
grandparents, siblings or friends, make
sure you remind them you love them.

3) To be in love with.
Hold on a second, Tex. This is the big
one – the vertical speed slide of the water
park of love. You better be sure, or else
you might fall right off.
You should have love for almost
everyone; you should love your family
and those who have been close with you;
but if you’re in love, that’s the chocolate
mousse of devotion. This should be reserved for one other person who captures
your thoughts and your heart.
This is the kind of love that you
should share with your God and that
solitary other, because that’s really the
only avenue by which you can fall in
love.
This level is the “bat out of hell, Iron
Man/Hulk combo that can steal your
very being and give you the strength of
the Spartan armies or the weakness of
Samson without his hair” kind of love.
And once you find that, I imagine it’s
pretty neat.
So, how do you love?
Contact Brian Bayer at
bbayer13@jcu.edu

Op/Ed
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The Op/Ed
Top Ten:

Romantic Comedies

1. “Sleepless in
Seattle”
2. “My Big Fat
Greek Wedding”
3. “Love Actually”
4. “Notting Hill”
5. “When Harry
Met Sally”

6. “The Princess Bride”
7. “Definitely Maybe”
8. “50 First Dates”
9. “How to Lose a Guy
in 10 Days”
10. “40-Year-Old
Virgin ”

Clara Richter
Staff Columnist
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Off the Richter:
A broad abroad
hasn’t yet. Maybe I just haven’t been
here long enough to stop feeling like a
little bit of a tourist. Then again, maybe
the whole time here I will feel like a
tourist. I hope not.
I am trying my best to just assimilate. I try to do what the other Irish students do and live how they live, for the
most part. I feel most out of place when
I make peanut butter and jelly because
they don’t eat that here, and they think
it’s very strange that I do. I shared mine
with one of my roommates. She wasn’t
blown away by it.
Other than the PB & J, I do what I
can to blend in. I’ve started watching
rugby. It’s actually a great sport, way
better than most that we play in the
states. Not to say I don’t like American
football, and watching baseball for
hours on end does have its own special
appeal; but if you consider yourself a
man’s man, you should try playing a
rugby match. I don’t think that I would
want to run into any of the members
of Ireland’s team on the street. They’re
big. And they’re tough. And they’re
scary looking. They are rugby players,
but they could also be used as muscle
for hire.
They don’t wear pads. They’re
constantly tackling one another. And,
while it’s fairly low impact, I think that
any tackle when all you’re wearing is
essentially a soccer uniform, without
the shin protectors, hits pretty hard.
Try it sometime. Let me know how it
goes. If you can.
Another thing I’ve started doing
is calling soccer by its proper name,

“football.” I did it a bit before I left the
states, but I doubt I’ll come back calling it soccer at all. It just doesn’t make
logical sense to not call it football.
American football is hardly played
with the feet. We should probably
come up with another name. Sorry
guys. I’m not trying to be a hater, but
if you think about it, our way really
just doesn’t make much etymological sense.
Football is just the tip of the iceberg
with words that I’m trying to incorporate into my vocabulary. They call
sweaters “jumpers” and cookies “biscuits,” and I got made fun of because
I called potatoes “potatoes” instead of
the usual “spuds.” They use the word
“grand” a lot. I don’t know yet if I
want to start using that one. Holden
Caulfield finds it phony, and so do I
generally. Although, with their accents
they make it sound much nicer.
And I know that we aren’t supposed to buy into stereotypes and
believe that certain things are true
about entire populations of people,
but what you know about the Irish
having foul language is pretty much
true across-the-board. But it doesn’t
really seem so foul because they’re so
casual about it.
Whether or not I’ll come home
with an Irish brogue remains to be
seen; but even if I don’t, at least I know
I’ll have a few linguistic souvenirs in
the form of slang. Cheers!

DUBLIN – I wish I could tell you
that in the past two weeks I’ve been
on all kinds of grand and glorious
adventures, and I’ve met interesting
people and fallen in love and pet a
baby sheep (I guess that’s called a
lamb) and seen amazing sights, but
instead I was in bed sick with a cold,
which is very exciting.
But since I’m back in the real
world this weekend, I intend to make
the most of it. My friend Maggie and
—Compiled by Grace Kaucic and Nick Wojtasik I are joining a couple of other girls
and going to the Aran Islands, which
are located basically at the mouth of
Galway Bay and are supposed to be
beautiful and kind of remote and one
structure exists to make us happy and of the only places in Ireland where the
comfortable. Some may even believe Irish language is completely preserved.
the system adheres to quotable values
And you can bike around the islands,
and wisdom.
and you know I like that.
My commentary shouldn’t be misI don’t think it has hit me fully
understood. Strongly adhering to a set
that
I’m in another country and that
of values is a very good thing. Yet, we
I’m
going
to be here for another three
must adhere to the right things. Deterand
a
half
months. The only time I
mining the what the right things are is
Nick Wojtasik
get
bothered
by the distance is when
a
subjective
process.
On
an
individual
Asst. Editorial & Op/Ed Editor
basis, many things are inconsequential. I think about the time difference. I’m
Everyday, the members of the John
But there are things which are important five hours ahead of you guys, and let
Carroll community receive Speedbumps
me tell you, the future is super rad.
and for which we should fight.
emails, “offering a chance to slow down,
Other than that, though, I still
When it comes down to it, our
reflect and proceed.” The marked words
efforts to persuade people to believe don’t walk about on the average day
of religious, philosophical, literary
certain things are futile. Choosing to conscious of the fact that I am in a
and business figures offer advice and
believe an argument contrary to one’s foreign country. I am international.
insight on spirituality, vocation and all
beliefs is conceding to incorrectness, I am technically a foreigner here. I
Contact Clara Richter at
components of life. These words can be
and people do not like to feel like they keep waiting for it to hit me, but it
crichter14@jcu.edu
insightful, inspirational and comforting,
are wrong. People will believe what
and all are meant to help guide us along
they want; there is absolutely nothing
the paths of our lives.
that can be done about this, no matter
Though hundreds of Speedbumps
how wrong their beliefs seem to be.
have been sent, most of them express
If a person changes it is only because
similar messages, making it appear that
they chose to change. Accepting this
a satisfying life follows from universal
reality can help us to bring about change
truths. Through repeated exposure to
despite the problems human fallibility
these truths, credibly based in the signifiand the ego bring to the table.
Are you a Communication major?
cance of the composer’s significance,
To cause change, the best we can
one would hope the advice would take
do is present relatable information to
hold and make a difference in the readindividuals. The reasoning process must
Are you a Boler student?
ers’ lives. However, continuing along
happen within a person. Just like the
the same systemic path, which society
Speedbumps try to help guide people to
has been following for hundreds of years
Want to improve your resume?
and along a successful path, the things
and from which the common human
about which we are passionate can be
seldom deviates, puzzlingly contradicts
realized by others with the help of our
the hopeful goals of spreading important
guidance. Through the presentation of
wisdom.
evidence, a person must be made to realThere is a saying that goes, “You
ize that a problem relates to and affects
can’t win an argument with an ignorant
them. Surely, they must be called out
man.” The truth is we are all ignorant:
subtly to make them realize they are in
ignorant of our own ignorance. No
violation of something very important,
matter how revelatory any argument or
Benefits
but they mustn’t feel attacked; engaging
motivational saying is, a person cannot
the defensive only sets a cause further
Practicum credit
change another person.
back.
People who were racist in the 1950s
Many believe that what sets humans
and 1960s are probably still racist today,
apart is our ability to reason. But, what
					
Hands-on experience in the newsroom
no matter how convincing their grandseems to dominate that ability are the
children’s arguments for acceptance are.
emotions which can paralyze our logic.
Though we are constantly reminded that
The trick is to engage emotions which
Learn Adobe Photoshop and InDesign
there is more to life than money, we conaid our cause. To fight for something, we
tinue to pursue it despite the displeasure
must not fight something else. We must
that constant quest brings. Innumerable
work with something to change it. All of
					
Become a better writer
quotes tell us what values to have and to
those Speedbumps are pointless if it is
pursue our dreams to become who we
not realized how they apply specifically
are designed to be. How soon after realto an individual and their situation.
Submit a letter of intent to Dan Cooney at dcooney13@jcu.edu if interested.
izing the importance of those values are
T.S. Eliot wrote, “This is the way
our minds empty of them? Is anyone’s
the world ends / Not with a bang but
childhood dream to ruthlessly pursue
a whimper.” While our demise might,
scholastic perfection for at least 16 years
indeed be us being crushed to an inwhile denying themselves sustaining,
significant fragment of what we once
simple pleasures to chase grandiose, fabwere, it is possible that new beginnings
ricated ones? How many times must the
The Carroll News reserves the right to edit letters for length and to reject
can also come about in this way. Startinsightful wisdom be argued for before
ing with a gentle whimper inside the
letters if they are libelous or do not conform to standards of good taste. All
people change their minds?
opposition can bring about a bang of
Though I haven’t done the precise
letters received become the property of The Carroll News. Anonymous letchange on the outside.
math, my estimates say that a large
ters will not be published. Letters to the editor must not exceed 500 words
number of the Speedbumps tell us to
Contact Nick Wojtasik at
do many of the things which we refuse
and must be submitted to jcunews@gmail.com by 5 p.m. on Sunday.
nwojtasik13@jcu.edu
to do; we already believe the current

Nick’s Knack: Roadblock

You need us

Join The Carroll News!

We are currently looking for an Asst. Business & Finance Editor.

Got something to say?

CLASSIFIEDS
For Rent
FOR RENT - Available July 1, 2013.
Colony Road. South Euclid. 4/5 bedroom, 2 bath home close to campus. All
appliances, including washer/dryer included. Front porch, back deck, no basement. Call/text Jeff at 440.479.2835 or
email at BetaMgmtGroup@gmail.com
for more details.
Two and three bedroom duplexes on
Warrensville for rent. Call Curt at 216337-7796
Modern two-family house for rent for
next school year (available June 1st)
– both two bedroom units available
(two or four people). Two blocks from
JCU. Modern amenities, air conditioning, free washer/dryer use, snowplowing included. Large rooms- plenty of
storage. Professionally Managed!!!
Call 216-292-3727.
For Rent/Sale for JCU students. Clean
3 bedroom, 1.5 bathrooms, single family home, appliances with washer and
dryer, 2 car garage–deck-front porch,
1 mile to JCU, max – 3 tenants, $250
each - $750 plus utilities. Jw15@uakron.edu
Duplex for Rent. Spacious & WellMaintained. Each Unit has 3 Bdrms,
1½ Bath. ¼ Mile from JCU. Call JCU
Alumni @ 440.336.2437.

Help Wanted

For Rent 2 / 3 Bedrooms, T.V. Room,
Living Room, Kitchen, carpeting, appliances, washer & dryer included. Off
street parking, near everything.Available April 1st 2013.$700 per month.
Sec/deposit. Call to see. 440-897-7881
- 440-655-2048

New Video Dance Club Opening Valentines Day Weekend: Security Jobs Available NOW HIRING! Club Centrum,
located at Coventry and Euclid Hts Blvd
(next to Grog Shop). Thurs, Fri and Sat
House for rent. Walk to campus. Indi- nights available. Please email your info
vidual bedrooms, 2 showers. New ap- availability and contact information
pliances and A/C. Clean and updated. ASAP to: MercerEmail@aol.com
Call or text 216-832-3269 for complete
details.
Goodies BISTRO & BAKERY–
5416 Mayfield Road.
8 minute walk to campus (Warrensville Looking for Part-Time help.
and Meadowbrook). Very clean well FLEXIBLE HOURS. Drivers, Cashiers,
maintained 2 family houses. Each Kitchen Staff, Prepare carry-out orders.
suite has 3 bedrooms, living and din- 216-225-3412 – cell
ing room, kitchen, 2 baths, central air, (leave a message if no answer)
alarm system, extra insulation, and all OPENING SOON
appliances including dishwashers. Excellent condition… 440.821.6415
First and second floor units available
for rent. Each unit is 3 bedrooms and
1 full bath. Located directly across the
street from John Carroll on Warrensville
Center Rd. Recently renovated. Bothunits have large living area, spacious
rooms, large closets, and garage parking. Stove, refrigerator washer and
dryer are included. Rent $1,000 each
unit./mnth 440-542-0232. Available
June 15.
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Looking for a place to

advertise?

Look no further than

The Carroll News

email us at
CarrollNewsAds@gmail.com

Classified ads
cost $5.00 for the
first 10 words and
$0.25 for each additional word.
To be placed, ads
must be typed or
handwritten clearly and legibly and
sent to or dropped
off at The Carroll
News office with
payment.
Classified ads will
not be run without
pre-payment.
Classifieds will
not be taken over
the phone. Deadline for classifieds
is noon of the
Monday prior to
publication.
For Ad Rates and
Information:
Mail us at: The
Carroll News
John Carroll
Univ. 1 John
Carroll Blvd.
University Hts,
OH 44118
carrollnewsads@
gmail.com.
Federal Law bans discrimination by race, sex,
religion, color, national
origin, family status and
handicap in all Ohio rental
property. The Carroll
News will not knowingly
accept advertising in violation of this law. As a
consequence, The Carroll News will not accept
rental ads that stipulate the
gender of the tenants.

